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Objective     

To seek a full time position as a Senior Software Engineer where I can utilize my skills to drive overall success and profitability 
 
Education     
Bachelor of Technology, Information Technology      2001 – 2005 

Anna university, Chennai, India       3.08/4.00 (77%) 
 
Skills     

Proficient: Java, J2EE, XML, ADF        Self Learnt: Git, Hadoop, Bootstrap 
Worked on: C++, PL/SQL, JavaScript, JSON, Hibernate     Bootstrap, Node.js, Angular.js 
Knowledge: Perl, Python, Shell Script, XPath      Android 

 
Work Experience 
Project Lead     Oracle America, Redwood Shores, CA     12/1/2013 – till now 

Territory Management        Tools: Java, XML, ADF 

 Implemented UI logic to alter the behavior of a component based on business functionality  

 Designed and developed an Advanced Search filter feature for listing user desired territories 

 Developed a custom logic to facilitate extending the application at runtime to accommodate business rules 

 Developed a custom method for external services to filter related objects based on security permissions  

 Developed a feature with logic to facilitate splitting the business objective using pre defined dimensions  

 Validated the dimensions for the objectives with different test scenarios 
 
Programmer Analyst    Sunera Technologies, Downers Grove, IL  12/1/2011 – 12/27/2012  

Hub Intranet         Tools: Java, JSON, XPath, JavaScript 

 Customized the extended intranet platform with layered metadata for up to 1500 users  

 Implemented a custom component to display current employee directory based on alphabet selection  

 Built an Interactive Map interface to track the carrier - live 

 Implemented a scheduling algorithm for trucks based on their current locations  

 Developed a logic to facilitate a date window for pickup appointments for truck drivers without delay 

 Increased the performance over 50% with framework tuning and reduced the downtime of one application less than 10% 
 

Senior Consultant    Capgemini India, Bangalore, India   3/14/2011 – 10/22/2011  
Silver Flume Portals        Tools: Java, ADF, JSON, JavaScript 

 Implemented a standalone tool to customize the user experience based on roles and privileges 

 Designed the service integration between the portal and the legacy applications 

 Implemented custom logic to layout the breadcrumbs in specific order on the user page based on user navigations and personalization’s 
 
Senior Applications Engineer  Oracle India, Bangalore, India   7/5/2007 – 3/11/2011   

Multicurrency Rates & Conversions        Tools: Java, ADF, PL/SQL, Python 

 Design and Developed a system for tracking daily and historical currency exchange rates  

 Implemented a logic to convert rates from available currencies to target currencies 

 Developed Service integration for currency for all the dependant products  

 Developed a reporting tool for the VP to get the status of the projects 
 

Software Engineer    Caritor India, Bangalore, India   1/30/2006 – 7/3/2007 
N Gen Server         Tools: Java, JSP, Hibernate, Shell 

 Implemented DB independence for the application by converting existing business specific query statements to Hibernate Queries 

 Implemented custom utility to analyze the intermediate binary generation file and categorize based on user configurations 

 Implemented Protocol services for the remote server communication 

 Developed preference pages for various user based on privileges 

 Implemented a custom task for the ant build  
 

Junior Developer    Xcavn Corporate, Chennai, India   2/1/2005– 1/27/2006 
Smart Cap Motion Capturing Tool       Tools: C++, Java, JSP, Perl 

 Designed a system to capture the motion for Neuro surgeons to seamlessly record the surgery for future reference 

 Developed object tracking and motion detection  

 Designed the data model for a mobile shopping website  

 Developed the data access objects for the website 

http://www.hubgroup.com/map-shipping-routes/
https://nvsilverflume.gov/home

